This article investigates how people process information from aerial photographs to categorize locations. Three cognitive experiments were conducted with human subjects viewing a series of aerial photographs and categorizing the land use for target locations. Reaction time, accuracy, and confidence were considered as dependent variables related to the success of the categorization process. The first experiment considered two categories of land use, the relative size of the visual field, and two rounds of unsupervised learning. Subjects were more successful categorizing higher-order land-use classes than they were lower-order categories. Subjects were significantly more accurate and confident with larger photographs, but not significantly faster. Significant improvements between the rounds indicated unsupervised learning was taking place. The second experiment confirmed the hypothesis that geographers would have more success than nongeographers during a single categorization round. The types of land use considered were significantly related to success. Subjects were again more accurate and confident, but not faster with larger visual fields. A third experiment considered seven rounds of supervised learning, the sex of the subjects, and the amount of experience with photographs. Reaction time and confidence improved with supervised learning, but accuracy did not. Subjects had significantly more success with photographs they viewed more than one time. Male subjects were significantly faster, more accurate, and more confident than female subjects at doing the categorization task. By the seventh learning round the male advantage in reaction time and accuracy was no longer significant, but the male advantage in confidence continued through seven learning rounds.
ategorizing objects encountered in the environment is a fundamental human activity that is learned at a very early age (Walton, Armstrong, and Bower 1997) . Although people are able to place many common environmental stimuli into categories without much effort, their relative success is dependent on the prior knowledge they have about the categories. People's overall efficiency for performing such visual tasks-including their processing time and confidence as well as their accuracy-may depend on both genetic and environmental factors (Annett 1994; Casey 1996) . Experimental evidence has suggested that top-down visual knowledge that is acquired through implicit learning constrains what we expect to see and guides where we look for additional information (Chun and Jiang 1999) . The search for relevant spatial information is directed by visual attention, which is controlled by a number of distributed brain activities stimulated by visual input (Duncan, Humphreys, and Ward 1997) . Since attention is a limited resource, we have more overall success if attention can be directed quickly at appropriate objects in the visual field. The identification of land use in photographs is a complex spatial task because it may require both the acquisition of information from multiple objects and locations and prior knowledge about the meaning of their associations. Maruff and colleagues (1999) have suggested that behavioral goals constrain the selection of visual information more than do the physical characteristics of the information. This would suggest that someone with a search strategy based on previous experiences would be more successful at acquiring relevant information for solving a task than someone randomly searching for information.
The expected features of objects or regions, as well as their spatial context, have been shown to mediate successful visual processing (Hollingworth and Henderson 1999; Chun 2000) . Knowledge of what to expect is acquired though experiences with individual members of categories. These experiences have provided information about the general nature of categories. Such experiences allow one to learn the characteristics of the typical members of categories (prototypes) and the range of characteristics that can be expected within categories (Rosch 1973; Rosch and Mervis 1975; Lloyd, Patton, and Cammack 1996) . Individual objects can be experienced and categorized either directly, by encountering them in the environment, or indirectly, by experiencing them on some representation of the environment, such as a photograph. Aerial photographs provide useful experiences because they provide a vertical perspective that allows one to not only see the environment from above C but also view the spatial context of the objects in the photograph. Land-use classifications can frequently be based on collections of individual objects that provide specific information in an expected context. For example, suburban residential neighborhoods frequently show a common pattern in the arrangement of houses, yards, and streets. It is the context rather than the individual objects that cries out "suburbia." Given the uncommon nature of the vertical perspective, some viewers who have not previously extracted information from aerial photographs may not initially comprehend all the available information. The recent controversy over whether young children can understand the information in aerial photographs (Blaut 1997; Liben and Downs 1997; Huttenlocher, Newcombe, and Valsiyeva 1999) aside, inexperienced adults may need some initial experiences to be able to efficiently extract and process some forms of information from aerial photographs.
Studies that had experienced and inexperienced drivers detect driving hazards on video clips have suggested that the two groups process information differently (Chapman and Underwood 1998; Crundall and Underwood 1998; Crundall, Underwood, and Chapman 1999) . These studies indicated that strategies for acquiring information from the visual displays developed with driving experience. Inexperienced drivers had longer fixation durations than experienced drivers. This suggests that novices would take longer to process the same object in a visual scene and that they would process fewer objects in a fixed time. Experienced drivers selected visual strategies for acquiring information according to the complexity of the roadway. Inexperienced drivers had strategies that were too inflexible to meet changing demands. This suggests that novices might do as well as experienced visual processors when completing simple tasks, but would not do as well as task demands increased.
Purpose
The purpose of the current studies was to consider the processes people use to categorize objects in aerial photographs. Since neither categorization processes nor aerial photographs are frequently studied by geographers, it seemed appropriate to provide a broad discussion of how these topics are related. It is hoped that such a lengthy discussion will be both timely and useful. Three cognitive experiments were also conducted in which human subjects classified objects into land-use categories from photographs. Data from the experiments were analyzed to answer specific research questions.
Categories and Aerial Photographs
Research problems related to differences between experienced and inexperienced photograph viewers, how inexperienced viewers can learn to use aerial photographs, and what variables affect efficient processing should be of interest to geographers and others interested in the processing of spatial information.
Learning
The learning of categories of environmental objects frequently might be called unsupervised learning, because there is usually no direct feedback on the accuracy of the classifications. Nigrin (1993) argued that learning, including that done by humans and artificial neural networks, could be classified into three types. Supervised learning has feedback from an outside source, such as an expert or teacher who informs learners that their processing has produced a correct or incorrect result. Learners can adapt their processing to eliminate errors if truth is supplied from an outside source. Unsupervised learning occurs when knowledge is acquired without the learner knowing if the processing has produced a proper result. This type of learning involves no feedback from an outside source to inform learners that their interpretations are correct or incorrect. Reinforcement learning has indirect feedback from the consequence of the decisions. Classifying a poisonous plant as food or a dangerous animal as a friendly pet are two obvious examples. Lloyd, Rostkowska-Covington, and Steinke (1996) have related these concepts to map-reading. They apply equally well to interpreting aerial photography. Students in an aerial photography class, whose performance is being evaluated and corrected by a teacher, would comprise an example of supervised learning. A person looking at an aerial photograph of a remote or unknown location and thinking about what the objects in the photograph might be is an example of unsupervised learning. A person might look at a local aerial photograph to determine where raspberry bushes are growing in the wild. Returning from a selected site with your pail full of berries or empty would provide positive or negative reinforcement.
Boundaries
The degree to which categories share characteristics is another important consideration that affects the relative success of a person performing a categorization task. Boundaries between categories can range from very distinct (no shared characteristics) to very fuzzy (many shared characteristics). Rosch and Mervis (1975) discuss such indistinct category boundaries in terms of a "family resemblance." Not all family members are identical, but members of a family share some of the pool of characteristics distributed throughout the family. Other families may have some of these same characteristics. The nature of the boundary between the categories represented by two families is a function of the number of shared characteristics and may not be very distinct. In a similar fashion, an object on an aerial photograph may be a member of a land-use category, e.g., commercial, that may share many characteristics with some categories, e.g., industrial, and few characteristics with other categories, e.g., water.
Hierarchies
Environmental categories are frequently organized in hierarchies (Leung, Leung, and He 1999) . Higher-order or more general categories-e.g., land and water-have more distinct boundaries; lower-order or more specific categories-e.g., commercial and industrial land usehave less-distinct boundaries (Figure 1 ). According to basic-level theory, higher-order or superordinate categories are very abstract in nature and very distinctive, but not very informative (Rosch et al. 1976; Usery 1993; Lloyd, Patton, and Cammack 1996; Smith and Mark 1999) . As abstractness increases, fewer categories are needed, and differences separating them become more clearly defined. Lower-order or subordinate categories are more specific and informative, but not as distinctly different. As abstractness decreases, more categories are needed, and differences separating them become less clearly defined. Between the more general superordinate-level categories and the more specific subordinatelevel categories are basic-level categories that are both informative and distinctive (Tversky and Hemenway 1983) . An object on an aerial photograph might be put into any of these three categories, depending on the topdown information available to the viewer. A particular location might be called "developed rural land" at the superordinate level, a "farm" at the basic level, or a "dairy farm" at the subordinate level. Wood (1993) has also shown that people's ability to acquire information from visual fields (maps) varied with the sizes of the visual fields. The term "visual field" generally refers to the area from which information can be extracted (Lloyd 1997) . This can be limited in two ways and is distinctly different from a person's field of vision. From a central fixation point, a person's field of vision extends outward in all directions. At some point away from the fixation point, information can no longer be encoded. The size and shape of the area in which one can potentially encode information varies among individuals and is adapted by them to accommodate encoding situations (Rantanen and Goldberg 1999) . When a person views a representation of the environment, such as a map or aerial photograph, their field of vision may be larger or smaller than the representation or visual field. If the representation is larger, the person can use eye movements to shift the fixation point and thereby continue to encode information. Shifting one's field of vision to multiple fixation points within the visual field allows one to encode more information, but also increases processing times. If the representation is smaller than the potential size of a person's field of vision, encoding is limited by the edge of the representation or visual field. Wood varied the visual field size by changing the cartographic scale of maps. His results suggested maps that subtend 9 Њ or more of visual angle "promote visual search centrality and may result in more efficient visual processing" (Wood 1993, 32) . These results support previous research reported by Enoch (1959) .
Visual Fields
1 Hodgson (1998) considered another perspective on the size of a visual field. He varied the size of the window around a target-i.e., the land use-on an aerial photograph while holding scale and resolution constant. Regardless of whether eye movement occurs or not, classification accuracy is dependent on the information in the field. Larger visual fields will have more information to support or refute tentative classifications. The size of the window has long been an unanswered question for automated processing of digital imagery. Larger windows (or kernels) will contain more information and should (if processed appropriately) provide higher classification accuracies. Larger windows also require larger digital processing times. The fundamental question in digital image processing is, how large should the window be for accu- rate yet efficient image classification? Hodgson demonstrated that as the window size increases from very small windows to larger sizes, visual classification accuracy increases dramatically (Figure 2A) . However, once a given size of window is reached, the increasing classification accuracy rate will slow dramatically. There should be a strong yet somewhat different relationship between classification accuracy and classification time. Visual image classification time should be relatively large for small windows, as they contain little information to make categorization possible. As the window size increases, classification time should drop, as the additional information makes classification more accurate and quicker ( Figure  2B ). Increasing the window size continues to provide additional information for accurate categorization; however, this additional information may not be necessary for the task. As the window size reaches the critical threshold size that would require eye movements, categorization time will begin to increase again.
It is possible the critical window-size invoking eye movements could coincide with the reaction-time curve approaching its minimum ( Figure 2B ). It might be argued that, if enough information is available locally around the object for accurate classification, the eye has no reason to search elsewhere for information, negating the requirement for eye movements. Previous work in text-reading has demonstrated that experienced readers limit their visual search to relevant words near the targets, while inexperienced readers search farther, invoking eye movements (Gernsbacher 1993 ). In addition, reading studies found that skilled interpreters could search faster with more frequent and shorter eye fixations (Rayner 1978) . In effect, experienced readers suppress less important information. It could be hypothesized that experienced photo interpreters will constrain their search to only relevant information, while inexperienced interpreters will search more broadly, often for information that is visually interesting but not relevant to the classification task.
A fundamental difference exists between the approaches used by Wood (1993) and Hodgson (1998) . As Wood changed the scale of his maps, the entire map was always the visual field, but the size of the visual field became larger or smaller. When the visual field became very small, the details on the map became difficult to interpret. Hodgson's approach was to put a square mask over a photograph that blocked the peripheral information and allowed the central information to be viewed. What was inside the mask defined the visual field. The geographic scale of the information in the visual field did not change as the visual field became larger, but new peripheral information was exposed (Hodgson) . In the studies presented here, a visual field is defined as the portion of the aerial photograph visible to the viewer, holding scale constant for all photographs. If the photograph is smaller than the potential size of a person's field of vision, then encoding limits are defined by the edge of the photograph. If the photograph is larger than the potential size of a person's field of vision, a person is expected to use eye movements to be able to encode information anywhere on the photograph by changing fixation points. Using the simplest definition of a visual field as the area from which information can be extracted, we operationally define the photograph as the visual field.
Some evidence suggests that the size of a person's field of vision is related to experience. Skilled athletes were found to have significantly larger field-of-vision sizes than a control group of nonathletes (Berg and Killian 1995) . However, the measured performance of the athletes was not related to the size of their field of vision. Bebko and colleagues (1995) have also reported results that suggest the size of a field of vision can change with familiarity. They performed experiments that had subjects learn to recognize novel stimuli. The subjects learned unfamiliar Japanese writing characters in a window that restricted their visual field. A critical visualfield size was determined that defined the size needed for optimal performance. Response times increased up to this size, but stayed the same for larger visual fields. Subjects initially needed to see about half the full character to achieve optimal performance, but were able to reduce this critical size as they acquired more experience.
Another related study indicated that the critical visualfield size decreased as the complexity of the pattern decreased. Hodgson's (1998) study with aerial photographs also reported that land-use classification accuracy increased with the size of visual fields up to a threshold level. If similar processes are being used to categorize land use on aerial photographs, one might expect to find a critical visual-field size, possibly around a visual angle of 9 Њ , and to discover that visually simple land uses would have smaller critical visual-field sizes than visually complex land uses.
Individual Differences
The overall success of any classification task also relates to innate differences among the individuals doing that task. Besides the learning that takes place while one is doing the specific task, one's ability to execute the cognitive processes needed for the task may depend on factors external to the current problem. Many authors have argued that spatial abilities are a function of both biological and environmental factors (e.g., Halpern 1992; Kimura 1992) . Biological arguments are generally based on the influences of brain structure and hormones, while environmental factors have generally been related to social influences.
Researchers have pointed to the biological sex of individuals as a significant variable that can explain variation in spatial abilities. Although sex may be a convenient variable to encode for any study, the actual causes of individual difference may be more complex. Studies of spatial abilities and sex frequently use standardized tests related to one's ability to process spatial information (Schaefer and Thomas 1998; Stumpf 1998; Dunn and Eliot 1999) . Most of these standardized tests measure people's ability to process spatial information in working memory. Other tests have scored people's ability to recall spatial information from long-term memory (Silverman and Eals 1992; Barnfield 1999) . Males seem to have an advantage in tasks involving processing images in working memory (Linn and Petersen 1985; Halpern and Crothers 1997) while females have the advantage when acquiring spatial information from long-term memory (Galea and Kimura 1993; Birenbaum, Kelly, and LeviKeren 1994) .
Although psychometric tests of spatial ability have generally reported sex-related differences favoring males (Maccoby and Jacklin 1974; Harris 1981; Dunn and Eliot 1999) , some researchers have suggested that differences can be traced to sex-related advantages for specific tasks. Males appear to rotate mental images more quickly (Masters and Sanders 1993; Voyer, Voyer, and Bryden 1995) , while females more accurately remember where objects are located in a spatial array (Eals and Silverman 1994; James and Kimura 1997) .
Loring-Meier and Halpern (1999) considered sex differences related to four tasks that considered processing images in visuospatial working memory. Their results indicated that males performed significantly faster on (1) image generation, (2) image maintenance, (3) image scanning, and (4) image transformation tasks, but there were no differences in accuracy between males and females for any of the tasks. Many standardized tests of spatial ability are timed and contain more questions than most people can complete. This means people who can process more questions can get higher scores, unless they are sacrificing accuracy by working quickly. If females do not gain an accuracy advantage by using more processing time, then male advantages on such standardized tests could be related to their faster processing of visual imagery. Stumpf (1998, 169) argued that females are in the "habit" of taking more time to respond on spatial task and that this difference might be related to self-confidence and the perceived difficulty of the task, rather than the actual time spent processing information.
Social influences on spatial ability have generally been related to issues of self-confidence and opportunities. Do females always provide lower confidence estimates than males? It would appear to depend on the task being considered and how one defines male and female categories. Kempf, Palan, and Laczniak (1997, 444) argued that " [G] ender identity represents an individual's self-perceived endorsement of masculine and feminine personality traits, and, as such, may or may not be congruent with an individual's biological sex." They suggested the gender identity of subjects explained confidence better than the biological sex of subjects. It was argued that subjects categorized with a masculine identity tended to be more confident even when processing nonspatial information related to advertising claims. Johnson and McCoy (2000) used a standardized scale to measure general self-confidence-that is, the belief that one will succeed at whatever one undertakes. They found no significant difference between biological sex categories, but a masculinity index computed separately for male and female subjects was highly correlated with self-confidence ratings for both groups. Clark (1993) studied confidence ratings for three types of interpersonal communication situations. Women had higher confidence ratings for comforting tasks, men had higher confidence ratings when justifying decisions, and men and women did not differ significantly for persuasive tasks. Clifton and Gill (1994) studied confidence ratings for a task dominated by females. Their hypothesis that females would report more confidence than males in their cheerleading ability was supported. Lee and colleagues (1999) studied fifth-graders' attitudes related to the activities of basketball and dance. They argued that the students' sense of gender appropriateness seem to dictate beliefs concerning competence and motivation. Webster and Ellis (1996) studied self-confidence assessments made by financial experts regarding their performance of various nonspatial financial analyses. Male experts expressed significantly higher confidence than did female experts. Casey (1996) considered the interaction of biological and environmental influences on differences in spatial ability between the sexes. She tested a "bent twig" model that gives most males a biological and environmental advantage when it comes to processing spatial information. The basic idea is that most boys have a built-in pattern of brain organization for processing spatial information. This means boys generally have built-in spatial interests that lead them to seek out spatial activities and spend more time on these activities. The additional practice with spatial activities further develops these abilities, and widens the initial difference in ability between boys and girls (Casey) .
The theoretical justification of the genetic component for the model is based on work done by Annett (1985) . She argued that most people inherit what she called a "right-shift factor" that causes them to be righthanded and to process language predominately with the left hemisphere of the brain. Because the left hemisphere develops earlier in females, this pattern of brain organization is stronger for females than for males. Inheriting the right-shift gene structures the brain in such a way that spatial abilities are initially reduced. Anyone can improve their spatial abilities through environmental influences (practice), but people inheriting the right-shift factor are less likely to be interested in spatial activities and therefore less likely to make choices that will develop their spatial skills.
The theoretical arguments related to the bent-twig model were tested by a series of studies that isolated a category of females who should have highly developed spatial abilities. Annett's (1994) theory indicated that right-handers with all right-handed immediate relatives (mother, father, brothers, and sisters) are likely to receive the right-shift gene from both parents. "They are more likely to be strongly left-hemisphere dominant for language, to prefer verbal strategies for solving problems, and to be at risk for poor spatial ability" (Casey 1996, 246) . Such people are said to be homozygotic for the rightshift factor. Others people who are right-handed with non-right-handed immediate relatives are said to be heterozygotic. Because they have left-handed or ambidextrous relatives, they are likely to have both the recessive and dominant allele for the right-shift factor. "Females with the heterozygotic advantage for the right-shift gene are not as strongly left-hemisphere dominant for language, are less dependent on purely verbal strategies for solving problems, and therefore, have the potential for good spatial ability" (Casey 1996, 246 ; emphasis in original). Results indicated that females with the hererozygotic advantage scored significantly higher than other females on a standardized image rotation test. Montello and colleagues (1999) argued that the discipline of geography should do much more work to understand which geographic activities have a sex-biased perspective and which do not. Their research indicated a male advantage on tests of newly acquired spatial knowledge of places from direct experience. They reported no clear differences between sexes on tests of knowledge acquired from maps. Most previous research related to sex differences has focused on encoding and recalling specific spatial information. The current research contributes to the understanding of sex-related differences by considering the more complex processes used to learn land-use categories from information on aerial photographs.
Research Questions
The first experiment considered two categories of land use that represented two levels in a hierarchy. The second experiment considered the same two hierarchy levels, but with three specific land-use types in each level. The third experiment considers how male and female subjects learn these categories over time.
The first experiment considered the size of the visual field as small or large based on Hodgson's (1998) 60 m ϫ 60 m ground area and Wood's (1993) 9 Њ boundary. The second experiment increased the number of visual-fieldsize categories to five to provide a more precise range of categories. The first experiment considered only inexperienced subjects and considered two rounds of classification to evaluate learning experience. The second experiment considered subjects who were either geography majors or not geography majors to define experience through the subjects' intended occupational choice. This is based on the logic that brain organization is related to patterns of abilities and interests and thus to choice of occupation (Kimura 1992; Govier and Feldman 1999) . A third experiment considered experience in yet another way. In this experiment, inexperienced male and female subjects categorized land use over seven supervised learning rounds or epochs. The goal was to determine if subjects could improve processing times, accuracy, and confidence through supervised learning experiences and whether the learning process was significantly different for male and female subjects.
Three important research questions were considered by these studies:
• Is there variation in people's ability to categorize different types of objects in aerial photographs ? It was expected that people would generally have more success with higher-order categories, because higher-order categories have more distinct boundaries. It was also expected that subjects would generally have the same level of success with the classification task for specific land-use categories within a hierarchical level. The literature on sex-related differences in spatial abilities is far from clear, with specific tasks reporting a male advantage, a female advantage, or no differences. The male advantage on the rotation task seems to be based on faster processing times with images in working memory, while the female advantage on memory for object locations is based on superior accuracy for information stored in long-term memory. Given that the categorization task used in the three experiments is more related to processing images in working memory, an initial advantage for male subjects was expected.
• What impact does the size of the visual field around objects have on the categorization process? It was expected that people could acquire more information from larger visual fields (greater than 9 Њ ) and therefore be more successful at making categorization decisions with larger visual fields. Success is considered here in three ways. Subjects would be considered successful if they completed the task quickly, were highly accurate in their classification decisions, and were able to be highly confident about their decisions. Hodgson's (1998) work demonstrated that classification accuracy by human interpreters clearly increases with increasing window size up to a threshold window size. With high-resolution imagery and Anderson Level II land-use/cover classes, at least a 60 m ϫ 60 m ground area was required for accurate classifications. Window sizes greater than this do not significantly improve classification accuracy. However, Hodgson's study used the entire window as the "target" to be classified. Another question is how the information in nearby parts of the visual field influences the categorization of a centrally located target. This is a contextual question. If Wood's (1993) notion that 9 Њ is a critical size for visual fields relates only to scale changes, then the size of visual fields simply based on the size of a window around a target should not affect people's ability to categorize target locations. In other words, the categorization time should not increase since the contextual information would not be visually scanned. If, however, a 9 Њ visual field is also a critical size for providing new peripheral information, then visual field size should affect people's ability to categorize target locations.
• What impact does experience have on people's ability to categorize objects on aerial photographs? For the first experiment, it was expected that people would have more success with a categorization task when they performed it a second time even if they were not provided with feedback on accuracy during the first round. If people were more efficient the second time they performed a categorization task, this would indicate they had learned some useful information from their initial experience with the task.
For the second experiment, it was expected that geographers, given their greater general interest and experiences with spatial displays such as maps and aerial photographs, would have more success than subjects who were not geographers. It was also expected that prior experiences provided by the abilities and interests of the subjects-that is, choice of major and unsupervised learning or supervised learning during the experiment-would have a positive influence on a subject's success with the categorization task. Govier and Feldman (1999) have used dichotic listening performance data as a salient marker for characteristic types of brain organization. Their results supported the hypothesis that occupational choice is at least partially a function of the verbal and spatial abilities suggested by an individual's cognitive organization. Bunch (1999) has reported that subjects who were geographers were more successful than other subjects, who were not geographers, in doing a task that required them to search choropleth maps for target boundaries defined by color. Since Bunch's perceptual search task would seem to require less specialized prior knowledge than our classification task, a similar advantage was expected for geographers in the current experiment.
For the third experiment it was expected that supervised learning that informed subjects if they were responding correctly would generally benefit the subjects' success. It might also be expected that supervised learning might serve to lessen any differences between the success of male and female subjects (Halpern 1992; Kimura 1992; Montello et al. 1999 ).
Research Design for Experiment I Materials
The source imagery for this study was high-spatialresolution digital orthophotography collected in February 1996 over Richland County, South Carolina. The original black and white photography was flown at 3681 m above ground level (AGL) and photographed with a mapping camera fitted with a 153.392 focal-length lens. The resulting film negative scale was 24,000. As part of the county's mapping program, this photography was digitally scanned and orthorectified to produce digital orthophotography at a 61 cm ϫ 61 cm (2 ft ϫ 2 ft) pixel size. Portions of this black and white aerial digital orthophotography were extracted to produce subimagery that varied in size. The subimages ranged from 61 m ϫ 61 m to 610 m ϫ 610 m with a centrally defined target, thus covering the range detailed in Hodgson's (1998) study. This range would subtend less than 9 Њ of visual angle on a standard computer monitor to more than 9 Њ of visual angle (Figure 3) . Each subimage was mapped to the screen using a one-image-pixel-to-one-screen-pixel method. The scale of the images was thus constant, and no loss of image detail was permitted. The screen monitor size was 19 in. (diagonal dimension). Subjects were not constrained to viewing the monitor at a specified distance: they comfortably viewed the monitor from approximately 20 in. away.
In the center of each photograph was a small yellow square that would focus attention on a target location. The task was to categorize the land use in and immediately around the yellow square as quickly and accurately as possible. The target locations included two levels of land use. A higher-order category ( Level I ) included agriculture, forest, and water targets, and a lower-order category ( Level II ) included commercial, industrial, and residential targets (Anderson et al. 1976 ).
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Subjects
The experiment was conducted with thirty student subjects, who were each paid U.S.$10 for their time. The subjects selected did not have any particular skill or previous experience related to aerial photography. Definitions and examples of the six land-use categories were provided for the subjects, to assure that subjects had a consistent understanding of the category names.
Procedures
Subjects were first instructed on the basic task and given practice trials to verify that they were familiar with the task. Subjects were seated directly in front of a computer monitor that displayed sixty photographs during an initial round of classification. The order and size of the photographs were randomly determined for each subject. The size of photographs was varied between subjects, so that a given subject only responded to a particular photograph at one size. In round two of the experiment, subjects viewed repeated photographs at the same sizes at which they had viewed them in round one. When a photograph appeared on the monitor, the subject determined the land use for the target location and indicated his/her choice by clicking on one of six buttons labeled with the names of the possible land-use categories. Subjects then rated how confident they were that they had correctly classified the target. The accuracy of their response and their response time were also recorded. Subjects were not informed if their answers were correct or incorrect. After the initial round of classifications was completed, thirty of the sixty original photographs were randomly selected to be included in the second round of classifications and thirty new photographs were added, to produce sixty photographs for the second round. With the exception of the addition of new photographs, the second round of classifications was conducted exactly like the first. Having some old (previously seen) and some new (not previously seen) photographs in the second classification round allows one to differentiate between improvements in success that are based on information related to specific stimuli and improvements that are transferable to any stimuli Shiffrin and Schneider 1977; Fisk and Eboch 1989) .
Analyses
A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted using Reaction Time , Percent Correct , and Confidence as dependent variables and land-use Level , visual-field Size , and Familiarity of the photograph as independent main effects. The three dependent variables for the MANOVA were defined as follows. Reaction Time was the elapsed time between the appearance of the photograph on the monitor and the click of the button by the subject to select a category. Geometric means for reaction time were aggregated over the subjects and used in the MANOVA. 3 The mean over all trials was 4,528 milliseconds. Percent Correct was measured as the accuracy of the classification responses aggregated over the subjects. An average success rate of 80.0 percent was achieved over the total trials. Confidence rating varied between 0 (not very confident) and 100 (very confident) for each trial. The average confidence rating was 74.7 over all trials. The three independent main effects were defined as follows. Agriculture , Forest , and Water targets represented Level I land-use categories. Commercial , Industrial , and Residential targets represented Level II landuse categories. The Size of the visual field was classified as Large (greater than 9 Њ ) or Small (less than 9 Њ ). Familiarity was coded as Original (a trial photograph shown only in the first learning round), Old (a trial photograph in the second learning round that was also in the first round), or New (a trial photograph shown only in the second learning round). The MANOVA determined if independent effects were multivariate significant over all three dependent variables when considered simultaneously. Univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were also computed for each dependent variable separately, so that finer details of their relationships with independent effects could be considered.
Results
The MANOVA indicated strong relationships between the dependent and independent variables. All main effects and all but one two-way interaction effect were statistically significant (Table 1) .
Reaction Time
The univariate analysis indicated Reaction Time was significantly explained by main effects Level (F ϭ 262.28, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001) and Familiarity (F ϭ 41.01, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). Main effect visual field Size was not significant (F ϭ 0.51, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.4765). Only one interaction effect, Level * Familiarity (F ϭ 4.08, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0179), was significant. As expected, the reaction time mean for the Level I (3,045 ms) land-use category was significantly faster than the mean for the Level II (5,991 ms) land-use category ( Figure 4A ). Since the reaction time mean for Small photographs (4,474 ms) was not significantly different from the mean for Large photographs (4,582 ms), the 9 Њ boundary suggested by Wood (1993) did not appear to affect the time needed to do the current classification task ( Figure 4B ). The means for Familiarity categories suggested that some learning did occur during the first round of trials. Reaction times were highest for the Original trials (5,484 ms) and lowest for the Old trials (3,652 ms) that had been repeated from the first round of classification. This alone would not demonstrate learning was taking place. The reaction time mean for the New trials (4,338 ms), however, was also significantly lower than the mean for the Original trials ( Figure 4C ). This suggests that the subjects had some advantage in the second round beyond just remembering a photograph and answer from the first round. The significant interaction effect for Level*Familiarity can be explained by a significant difference between Old and New categories for Type II (t ϭ 3.00, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0029) land uses that disappeared for Level I (t ϭ 1.11, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.2659) land uses ( Figure 4D ). This difference could be related to the relative complexity of the information needed to classify Level I and Level II land-use categories. When the information related to the target is relatively simple, as for Level I land uses such as forests or water, the decisionmaking is relatively easy. In these cases, remembering the photograph from the first round of classification does not significantly reduce the time needed to make the classification decision. 
Percent Correct
The accuracy of the subjects' classifications was significantly explained by main effects Level (F ϭ 97.02, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), Size (F ϭ 16.73, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), and Familiarity (F ϭ 5.58, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0042). Interaction effect Size*Familiarity was also statistically significant (F ϭ 5.91, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0031). As was expected, the Level I (90.5 percent) land-use categories were categorized with a high accuracy and were significantly more accurate than the Level II (69.6 percent) land-use categories (Figure 5A) . Also as expected, Large (84.3 percent) photographs were classified with significantly more accuracy than Small (75.5 percent) photographs ( Figure 5B ). Subjects classified the Old (84.1 percent) photographs significantly more accurately than they did either the Original (78.2 percent) or New (75.3 percent) photographs (Figure 5C ). The Original and New Percent Correct means were not significantly different. The higher accuracy for Old photographs could be related to subjects taking advantage of information learned during the first round of classifications. Simply recalling what their Original response was for an Old photograph would only produce an equivalent accuracy, not an improved accuracy. The interaction effect Size*Familiarity shows a very interesting pattern for its means ( Figure 5D ). For Large photographs, the accuracy was always between 84 percent and 85 percent and the three means were not significantly different. For Small photographs, the Original (72.2 percent) and New (65.9 percent) photographs were both significantly less accurate than the Old (84.1 percent) photographs ( Figure 5D ). Note that size has virtually no impact on accuracy for the Old photographs. Clearly, all the improvement in accuracy related to Familiarity was in the Small and Old photographs.
Confidence
The variation of the subjects' Confidence ratings was significantly related to main effects Level (F ϭ 117.93, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), Size (F ϭ 93.81, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), and Familiarity (F ϭ 14.89, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). Interaction effect Size*Familiarity (F ϭ 35.00, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001) was also statistically significant. As might be expected, subjects were more confident classifying Level I (80.3) land uses than Level II (69.2) land uses ( Figure 6A ). Subjects were also significantly more confident when classifying Large (79.6) photographs than they were when classify- ing Small (69.7) photographs ( Figure 6B ). Subjects also classified the Old (78.1) photographs with significantly more confidence than they did either the Original (72.4) or New (72.5) photographs ( Figure 6C ). Although the means for interaction effect Size*Familiarity indicate subjects were most confident when responding to the Large New photographs ( Figure 6D ), this was not a significant increase over the mean response for the Large Original photographs (t ϭ 1.34, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.1811). The pattern of the means for Confidence ( Figure 6D ) closely paralleled the pattern for Percent Correct ( Figure 5D ). The size of the photograph had virtually no impact on the confidence ratings for the Old photographs.
Discussion of Experiment I
Subjects were faster, more accurate, and more confident when categorizing Level I land-use categories than when categorizing Level II land-use categories. The Level I categories had a unique and more easily recognized visual appearance. The Level II categories all had a more complex appearance and share some important characteristics; for example, they all have buildings. This would suggest that more specific information that needs to be acquired through experience with photographs is needed to categorize lower-level categories. This assertion could be tested by having subjects with prior knowledge of aerial photographs perform the same task. If the knowledgeable subjects have already encoded the topdown information needed for decisions related to Level II categories, they should perform better than subjects without that knowledge.
Both accuracy and confidence were significantly higher for Large photographs compared with Small photographs. These results support earlier results reported by Wood (1993) related to map scale and Hodgson (1998) related to window size. When the size of the visual field is reduced by a scale change or by masking peripheral information, it is more difficult for subjects to acquire useful information and accuracy and confidence are reduced. The 9Њ boundary had no effect on the time needed to classify the targets. This could be explained by a nonlinear relationship between reaction time and size. Very small visual fields could take longer because the scarcity of information makes the decision difficult. Very large windows could take longer because the additional information available requires eye movements and takes more time to process. It is possible that an intermediate-sized window would supply just the right amount of information for making classification decisions. Analyses that consider more size categories are needed to determine whether the 9Њ boundary is of theoretical importance.
Old photographs, which were categorized a second time, were processed faster, more accurately, and more confidently than were the Original photographs. What might have been learned during the first classification round did appear to transfer into faster processing of the New photographs during the second round, but no improvement was evident for accuracy and confidence. Additional rounds of unsupervised learning may be needed to improve accuracy and confidence.
Research Design for Experiment II Materials
The same black and white aerial photographs used as stimuli in Experiment I were again used in the second experiment. This time they were encoded so that five Size categories were created. The categories increased in equal increments from small (100-200 Pixels) to large (900-1000 Pixels). The 9Њ boundary size used in Experiment I would fall inside the second size category used in Experiment II. As in the first experiment, the center of each photograph had a small yellow square to focus attention on a target location. The task was again to categorize the land use in and around the yellow square as quickly and accurately as possible. Land-use categories were encoded in the second experiment as the individual subcategories used in the first experiment. Using these six categories-that is, Agriculture, Forest, Water, Commercial, Industrial, and Residentialallowed for variation within the categories used in Experiment I (Level I and Level II) to be considered (Anderson et al. 1976 ).
Subjects
The second experiment was conducted with forty-four subjects who were each paid U.S.$10 for their time. Two types of subjects were selected. Those categorized as Not Geographers, like the subjects from Experiment I, did not have any particular skill or previous experience related to aerial photography. Those categorized as Geographers were geography majors, graduate students, or faculty in a geography department and were screened to verify that they had previous experience with aerial photographs. Neither group had previous experience with the particular photographs used for the experiment. Definitions and examples of the six land-use categories were provided for the subjects to assure all subjects had a consistent understanding of the category names.
Procedures
The procedures used for Experiment II were similar to the first round of classification in Experiment I.When a photograph appeared on the monitor, the subject determined the land use for the target location and indicated his/her choice by clicking on one of six buttons labeled with the names of the possible land-use categories. Each subject viewed particular land-use photographs at only one size. Subjects then rated how confident they were that they had correctly classified the previous target. Subjects were not informed if their answers were correct or incorrect. Since experience was defined as prior knowledge obtained before the experiment, rather than during the experiment, there was no second round of classification needed for Experiment II.
Analyses
A multivariate analysis of variance was again conducted, using Reaction Time, Percent Correct, and Confidence as dependent variables. For these analyses, Land Use (Agriculture, Forest, Water, Commercial, Industrial, and Residential), visual field Size (100-200, 300-400, 500-600, 700-800, and 900-1000 pixels), and Experience (Not Geographer and Geographer) of the subjects were used as independent main effects. The mean Reaction Time over all trials for Experiment II was 5,337 milliseconds. Subjects completed 81.7 percent of the total trials correctly for Experiment II. The average Confidence rating average was 78.8 over all trials.
Results
MANOVA results indicated significant relationships between the dependent and independent variables with all main effects and one two-way interaction effect being statistically significant (Table 2) . Univariate analyses of variance were also done for each dependent variable.
Reaction Time
Reaction Time was significantly explained by main effects Experience (F ϭ 5.76, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0167) and Land Use (F ϭ 82.32, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). As in Experiment I, the main effect for visual field Size (F ϭ 0.45, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.7742) was not significant. The interaction effect for Land Use*Size (F ϭ 2.47, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0004) was also significant.
The reaction time means for the Experience categories indicated that Geographer subjects (5,124 ms) were significantly faster than the Not Geographer (5,602 ms) subjects ( Figure 7A ). As might be predicted from Experiment I, a multiple-range test indicated the means for the Commercial (7,810 ms) and Industrial (7,801 ms) categories were significantly slower than those in other Land Use categories ( Figure 7B ). Also as expected, the Water (2,861 ms) and Forest (3,035 ms) categories were significantly faster than other Land Use categories. Positioned in the middle were Land Use categories Residential (5,997 ms) and Agriculture (4,639 ms). The means for these categories were significantly different from one another and also significantly different from the means for other categories. This indicated that Residential response times were significantly faster than other lower-order categories, but significantly slower than any higher-order category. It also indicated that Agricultural response times were significantly slower than other higher-order categories, but faster than any lower-order category (Figure 7B) .
The Size of the visual field did not appear to affect processing times. The Reaction Time means for visualfield Size were not significantly different from one another, but they did make an interesting pattern with lower means for the three middle categories and higher means for the two end categories ( Figure 7C ). Although differences in the means were not statistically reliable, they do support the notion that small visual fields may not supply enough information for some decisions and large visual fields may require additional eye-movements. The significance of the Land Use*Size interaction effect suggests the difficulty of the categorization task varied considerably when different land-use categories were considered in visual fields of different sizes. The significant interaction effect for Land Use*Size can be explained by how subjects generally responded to higherorder and lower-order Land Use categories ( Figure 7D ). The response times for higher-order categories (Agriculture, Forest, and Water) were generally low, but the same for all visual-field Size categories. For these three categories, none of the category means were significantly different from the other means in the same category. For the lower-order Residential category, mean response times were high for smaller visual fields and became lower for larger visual fields ( Figure 7D ). The highest Reaction Time mean for the 300-400-pixel category was significantly higher than the two lowest means for the 700-800-pixel (t ϭ 3.25, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0012) and 900-1000-pixel (t ϭ 2.99, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0029) categories. The more difficult lower-order Land Use categories (Commercial and Industrial) exhibited still other patterns. Reaction Times for these two categories were generally high. The trend for the Commercial category showed average Reaction Time increasing with the Size of visual fields ( Figure 7D) . The difference between the lowest (100-200 pixels) and highest (900-1000 pixels) means is statistically significant (t ϭ 4.27, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0001). This pattern suggests that subjects may have been searching for additional peripheral information when the task was more difficult. Reaction Time was high for the smallest visual field for the Industrial category, but shows an increasing trend after decreasing for the second smallest category ( Figure  7D) . The difference between the lowest (300-400 pixels) and highest (700-800 pixels) means was also statistically significant (t ϭ 2.42, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0157).
Percent Correct
The accuracy of the subjects' classifications was significantly explained by main effects Experience (F ϭ 13.31, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0003), Land Use (F ϭ 21.97, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), and Size (F ϭ 24.65, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). Interaction effect Experience*Land Use was also statistically significant (F ϭ 2.44, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0333). As was expected, Geographer subjects (84.8 percent) were significantly more successful at classifying the target locations in the photographs than Not Geographer (78.3 percent) subjects ( Figure 8A) . A multiple-range test indicated the higher-order Land Use category means for Forest (93.0 percent), Water (91.6 percent), and Agriculture (87.1 percent) were significantly higher than means for lower-order Land Use categories, but not significantly different from one another ( Figure  8B ). The multiple-range test also indicted that the least successful Land Use category, Commercial (68.8 percent), had a mean that was significantly different from the Residential (76.8 percent) category mean, but not the Industrial (72.2 percent) category mean.
A multiple-range test that compared the five visualfield Size category means indicated the smallest category mean (64.4 percent) was significantly lower than the four largest categories (80.3 percent to 88.2 percent), but that the four largest category means were not significantly different from one another ( Figure 8C ). This suggests that very small windows did not supply enough information for subjects to successfully categorize the land-use targets, but that increasing the visual field size beyond the middle size (500-600 pixels) did not result in a significant increase in accuracy.
The interaction effect Experience*Land Use shows a very interesting pattern for its means ( Figure 8D) . A comparison of the means indicated that both Geographer and Not Geographer subjects were successful (83.2 percent to 93.3 percent) and were not significantly different for higher-order categories Agriculture (t ϭ 1.76, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0780), Forest (t ϭ 0.17, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.8671), and Water (t ϭ 0.15, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.8768). Geographer (70.1 percent) and Not Geographer (67.4 percent) subjects were also not significantly different (t ϭ 0.62, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.5363) for the Commercial Land Use category. The accuracy of the Geographer subjects for the Industrial (78.1 percent) category, however, was significantly better (t ϭ 2.44, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0080) than that of the Not Geographer (66.3 percent) subjects. The difference between accuracy means for Geographer (85.1 percent) and Not Geographer (68.3 percent) subjects was even more significant (t ϭ 3.82, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0001) for the Residential Land Use category ( Figure 8D ).
Confidence
The variation of the subjects' Confidence ratings was significantly related to main effects Experience (F ϭ 80.06, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), Land Use (F ϭ 22.56, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), and Size (F ϭ 47.62, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). No interaction effects were statistically significant for the Confidence ratings. As might be expected, the mean confidence rating for Geographer (83.6) subjects was significantly higher than Not Geographer (74.9) subjects ( Figure 9A) . A multiple-range test indicated that Confidence ratings for higher-order Land Use categories Water (86.3) and Forest (85.6) were not significantly dif-ferent from one another, but were significantly higher than the Agriculture (79.8) category and all the lowerorder categories. Confidence ratings were significantly lower for lower-order Land Use category Residential (75.8), which was not significantly different from either Agriculture (79.6) or Commercial (75.7). The mean for the Industrial (72.5) category was the lowest, but it was not significantly different from either the Commercial or Residential mean ( Figure 9B ). As expected, subjects rated their confidence significantly lower (66.1) when classifying the smallest (100-200 pixels) sized photographs (Figure 9C) . The three largest Size categories (82.7 to 84.3) were rated significantly higher than the smallest and next smallest (78.9) categories, but not significantly different from one another.
Discussion of Experiment II
Academic interests (either Geographer or Not Geographer) defined the Experience of a subject for Experiment II. As expected, Geographer subjects were able to categorize the land-use targets on aerial photographs faster, more accurately, and with greater confidence than were Not Geographer subjects (Bunch 1999; Govier and Feldman 1999) . Since neither group had any previous experiences with the particular photographs used in Experiment II, the advantage for the Geographer subjects must have been related to knowledge or spatial abilities already acquired before the experiment. The time advantage can be traced to the way in which Geographer and Not Geographer subjects processed larger photographs. The Geographer subjects averaged about 5,000 ms to respond to the four largest visual-field size categories, and about 650 ms more to respond to the smallest category. Response times for the Not Geographer subjects were fastest for the smallest (5,299 ms) visual-field category and highest for the largest (6,161 ms) category. The only significant difference (t ϭ 2.77, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0057) for Geographer and Not Geographer subjects was the difference between means for the largest visual-field category. This pattern suggests that Not Geographer subjects may have been searching for new information away from the target location in the center of the photograph when more of the picture was exposed. This could be because they were unsure about what information might be useful and were willing to consider any information that was available. On the other hand, Geographer subjects, because they may have been more aware of what critical information was needed, focused on the target area and came to some decision without thinking it was necessary to seek more information in the periphery. For the higher-order Land Use categories, Geographer and Not Geographer subjects had about the same amount of success ( Figure 8D ). For two of the lower-order categories (Industrial and Residential) , however, Geographer subjects were able to use some information that gave them a definite advantage. The Commercial Land Use category appeared to be difficult for both groups ( Figure 8D ).
Subjects were faster, more accurate, and more confident when classifying higher-order Land Use categories (Agriculture, Forest, and Water) than when classifying lower-order ones (Commercial, Industrial, and Residential) . The latter categories might be frequently confused because they shared characteristics and, therefore, more subtle differences needed to be detected to make accurate decisions. Lower-order Land Use category decisions seemed to be more influenced by visual-field Size. Mean response times for Agriculture, Forest, and Water were not significantly different for all visual field sizes ( Figure 7D ). This suggests these higher-order land uses could be identified by a unique visual appearance even when they appeared in smaller visual fields, and that subjects did not seek more information even when it was available. These higher-order categories did not have a large variation of characteristics among individual cases. The means for Residential Land Use generally declined as the visual-field Size increased ( Figure 7D ). The Residential Land Use category took longer to process, but subjects were not seeking more information in larger visual fields. The Residential Land Use category may have exhibited this pattern because it had multiple visual appearances such as suburban subdivisions, rural residential ribbons, and isolated farmhouses. These valid members of the Residential category all had separate unique visual signatures that were different from one another and also different from members of competing categories. The pattern was different for Commercial and Industrial means ( Figure 7D ). The means for these categories probably increased for the larger visual field Size because they shared characteristics. Some subjects could not be as sure about these lower-order categories and searched for more information in the larger visual fields. This argument is supported by the means for Confidence ratings. Although the Confidence ratings for the Agriculture land use were also relatively low, subjects were always less confident when they classified lower-order Land Use categories ( Figure 9B) .
Results reported by Wood (1993) related to map scale and Hodgson (1998) related to visual field size and accuracy are generally supported. Both Percent Correct and Confidence ratings declined significantly for the smallest visual-field Size (Figures 8C and 9C ). Accuracy and confidence immediately and dramatically increased, but then began slowly increasing at a decreasing rate as visualfield Size increased. This classification-accuracy-tovisual-field-size curve is consistent with that graphed by Hodgson in his study. For the current data, the critical point at which these variables change is in the Size category (300-400 pixels). This category includes the 9Њ boundary discussed by Wood. The basic pattern for Reaction Time means is somewhat different ( Figure 7C ). The response times were essentially the same for all visual Size categories. Geographer and Not Geographer subjects took about the same amount of time to answer for the four smallest visual-field Size categories. Not Geographer subjects, who took significantly more time answering for the largest visual field Size, possibly were seeking more information from these largest visual fields that Geographer subjects did not require.
Research Design for Experiment III
The main purpose of this experiment was to consider if a limited amount of supervised learning could improve the categorization results for reasonably sized photographs. It was expected that the average results for the experiment-as measured by reaction time, accuracy, and confidence-should improve for this experiment simply because the information for the classification task was consistently provided in a reasonably large visual field. The experiment considered whether further improvements would occur over time when subjects were informed if their answers were correct or incorrect.
A secondary goal was to determine if the sex of the subjects appeared to explain some of the variation in our dependent variables. Montello and colleagues (1999) suggested it might be possible to eliminate or diminish performance difference between males and female through training and education. Most studies measure differences between male and female subjects at a point in time. If prior experiences have been affected by factors such as personal interests and modes of acquiring spatial information, then a limited amount of practice with a spatial task may provide enough relevant experience to close or narrow the gap between any measures of success (Halpern 1992; Kimura 1992 ).
Materials
The same black and white aerial photographs used in Experiment I and II were again used. Since the size of the visual field was not an issue in this experiment, the photographs viewed were all the same moderate size (700 ϫ 700 pixels).
One of the specific fifteen photographs for each landuse type was assigned for use in the practice trials, and pairs of photographs were assigned to one of seven sets used as learning epochs. Assignments of the photographs to specific learning epochs were done differently for each subject, to minimize the effect of individual photographs on the learning process. The first round presented two different photographs for each of the six categories. These twelve photographs became the Old photographs in subsequent round for a particular subject. These Old photographs and two New and different photographs for each of the six categories were considered in rounds two through seven.
Subjects
Since Experiment III focused on the supervised learning of land-use categories with a consistently sized visual field, experimental subjects needed to have minimal previous experiences with aerial photographs. Anyone with formal educational or occupational experiences with aerial photographs was excluded from being a subject in this experiment. This served our goal of documenting the progress of inexperienced subjects as they learned how to be more successful in the land-use categorization task. A total of thirty volunteers (seventeen males and thirteen females) were paid U.S.$10 each for their participation in the experiment. Each subject's response to 156 trials produced a total of 4,680 observations.
Procedures
Similar to the first two experiments, subjects were shown photographs with a target area marked in the center of the photograph and categorized it as one of the six possible land-use categories by clicking an appropriate button. Dependent variables were again reaction time, accuracy, and confidence. The experiment focused on a supervised learning process, differences between male and female subjects, and how previous experiences with photographs affected the success of the land-use categorization task.
Unlike procedures for Experiments I and II, subjects were informed if their answers were correct or incorrect by printing both their answer and the correct answer on the monitor during both the practice trials and the experimental trials. Unlike Experiment II, which defined experience as knowledge learned before the experiment, Experiment III considered experience as knowledge acquired during the experiment. Subjects were shown an initial set of photographs for the first learning epoch. For epochs two through seven, these same photographs were again viewed as Old photographs. Additional New photographs, which had not been previously viewed, were also considered in epochs two through seven. This allowed two independent variables to be considered. Learning Epoch (1-7) documented a general increase in experience with the categorization task. Experience with photographs (Old or New) documented the familiarity of the photographs. New photographs were only viewed a single time during one of the epochs, while Old photographs were the original photographs that were viewed during each of seven epochs.
Analyses
A multivariate analysis of variance was again conducted using Reaction Time, Percent Correct, and Confidence as dependent variables. The mean Reaction Time over all trials for Experiment III was 3,194 ms. Subjects completed 90.2 percent of the total trials correctly for Experiment III. The average Confidence rating average was 90.8 over all trials. The faster mean Reaction Time, more accurate Percent Correct, and higher average Confidence rating for Experiment III reflect the unsupervised learning that occurred over the seven Epochs experienced by the subjects.
Results
MANOVA results indicated significant relationships between the dependent and independent variables with all main effects being statistically significant (Table 3) . Univariate analyses of variance were also done for each dependent variable.
Reaction Time
Reaction Time was significantly explained by main effects Epoch (F ϭ 21.75, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), Sex (F ϭ 10.86, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0011), and Experience (F ϭ 22.91, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). No interaction effects were found to be significant.
Reaction Time decreased steadily from the first Epoch (5,196 ms) to the last Epoch (2,615 ms), but there were no significant differences after the third Epoch ( Figure 10A ). Male (2,950 ms) subjects were generally able to categorize the aerial photographs significantly faster than Female (3,437 ms) subjects ( Figure  10B ). Mean Reaction Time for the Old (2,975 ms) photographs that were categorized during every epoch had a significantly lower mean than New (3,699 ms) photographs, which were categorized only one time ( Figure  10C ). The interaction effect between Epoch*Sex (Figure 10D) was not statistically significant (F ϭ 0.09, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.9969). This indicates the Female means decrease over the seven epochs is basically parallel to the decrease of the Male means. Some evidence exists that supervised learning is capable of reducing the reaction time difference between the sexes. The Female mean (2,768 ms) and the Male mean (2,463 ms) for the seventh epoch are not significantly different (t ϭ 0.76, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.4458).
Percent Correct
Accuracy for the first Epoch (85.8 percent, Figure  11A ) was approximately the same as that with similarly sized photographs considered in Experiment II ( Figure  8c ). Although the supervised learning did produce some improvement in accuracy by the seventh Epoch (92.1 percent), the main effect for Epoch was not significant (F ϭ 1.32, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.2472), and a multiple-range test indicated that none of the Epoch means differed significantly from one another ( Figure 11A ). The main effect for Sex was significant (F ϭ 9.28, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0025), with Male (92.2 percent) subjects being more accurate than Female (87.5 percent) subjects ( Figure 11B ). The main effect for Experience was also significant (F ϭ 4.69, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.310), with Old (91.6 percent) photographs being categorized more accurately than New (88.2 percent) photographs ( Figure 11C ). Although the interaction effect Epoch*Sex was not significant (F ϭ 0.22, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.9705), the pattern for the means did indicate less difference at the end of the learning process ( Figure 11D ). The Male (92.9 percent) and Female (91.3 percent) means for the seventh Epoch did not differ significantly (t ϭ 0.38, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.7040). 
Confidence
The variation of the subjects' confidence ratings were significantly related to main effects Epoch (F ϭ 8.65, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), Sex (F ϭ 117.66, P Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001), and Experience (F ϭ 19.87, Ͼ F ϭ 0.0001). No interaction effects were statistically significant for the Confidence ratings.
As might be expected, Confidence was lowest for the first Epoch (84.5). Confidence increased significantly between the first and second Epoch (89.4), but did not increase significantly after the second Epoch ( Figure  12A ). The Confidence means indicated that Male (94.3) subjects were more confident in their responses than were Female (86.5) subjects ( Figure 12B ). Also as expected, the category mean for the Old (94.3) photographs indicated a significantly higher confidence than did the mean for the New (86.5) photographs ( Figure  12C ). The Confidence difference between Male (89.4) and Female (79.6) means, which was significant for the first Epoch (t ϭ 5.13, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.001), was reduced only slightly with experience ( Figure 12D ). The Male (94.9) mean was still significantly higher than the Female (89.1) mean for the seventh Epoch (t ϭ 3.05, P Ͼ t ϭ 0.0025).
In order to get more insight into the causes of the difference in confidence, an analysis-of-covariance model was considered. 
Discussion of Experiment III
Experiment III provided a different perspective on the problem of determining land-use categories on aerial photographs. Experiment I considered unconscious learning by defining experience as two rounds of unsupervised learning by subjects with no previous experience with aerial photographs. Experiment II considered prior knowledge and abilities by basing experience on the academic experiences of the subjects. Experiment III considered practiced conscious learning by subjects with no previous experience with aerial photographs over seven epochs of supervised learning. Experience during these seven learning Epochs was considered as experience with specific photographs by having the subjects consider both New and Old photographs. Both Reaction Time ( Figure 10A ) and Confidence ( Figure 12A ) category means indicated a significant improvement in performance during the initial Epochs followed by a more gradual improvement over the later Epochs that was not significant. Although the Percent Correct means showed a steady improvement in accuracy over the seven learning Epochs, the increase in overall accuracy was not significant ( Figure 11A ).
The rapid initial success followed by limited improvements in Reaction Time and Confidence and the lack of significant improvement in accuracy might be connected to two related factors. First, all the photographs in Experiment III were the same reasonably large size (700 ϫ 700 pixels). This made the task for Experiment III relatively easy compared to those of the first two experiments. This notion is supported by a comparison of the Reaction Time, Percent Correct, and Confidence means for the initial learning rounds for the three experiments. Experiment III's means for Reaction Time, Percent Correct and Confidence (5,196 ms, 85 .8 percent, and 84.5) indicated a better initial performance than the means for Experiment I (5,484 ms, 78.3 percent, and 72.4) or Experiment II (5,363 ms, 81.6 percent, and 79.2). Since the task for Experiment III subjects was relatively easy, the ceiling of success was quickly achieved with supervised learning.
Results from Experiment I indicated that unsupervised learning produced a significant effect when photographs were categorized a second time. The Old photographs were categorized faster ( Figure 4C ), more accurately ( Figure 5C ), and more confidently ( Figure  6C ) when they were considered a second time. Results from Experiment III indicated a similar result for supervised learning. The Old photographs were categorized faster ( Figure 10C ), more accurately ( Figure 11C ), and more confidently ( Figure 12C) than New photographs over seven supervised learning Epochs.
Results from Experiment III indicated some interesting patterns related to the Sex of the subjects. All three dependent variables that collectively measure the success of the categorization task indicated a significant difference between Male and Female subjects.The three measures indicated that males were significantly faster ( Figure 10B ), more accurate ( Figure 11B) , and more confident ( Figure 12B ). More interesting than the overall differences measured by the means for the main effects is the difference in the means at the end of the seven learning Epochs. If a performance difference between Males and Females is caused by previous experiences with spatial tasks related to interests in such tasks, then it may be possible to narrow or eliminate the difference with supervised practice (Montello et al. 1999 ). This notion can be directly addressed by comparing the Male and Female means for the seventh Epoch. The results for the current categorization task suggest that significant Sex differences in processing time and accuracy may be reduced to the point of no longer being significant with supervised learning. The results for the current task related to Sex differences in confidence ratings, however, indicate a significant Sex difference through a seventh learning Epoch ( Figure 12D ).
Confidence ratings clearly measure a different dimension of success than processing times and accuracy. For the current categorization task, Confidence measures the subject's belief that he or she was successful. The results for Experiment III indicated that confidence rating increased for both Male and Female subjects over the seven learning Epochs, but Female subjects always rated themselves significantly lower than Male subjects ( Figure  12D ). This confidence-rating gap may have been expected at the beginning of the learning process, when the Male subjects were both faster and more accurate than Female subjects. It should not, however, be expected at the end of the learning process, when response times and accuracy were not significantly different for Male and Female subjects. It is not obvious which Sex has the more rational confidence in their responses. The Male subjects might be providing reasonable estimates of confidence and Female subjects underestimating their performance. It could also be true that Males are overestimating their confidence and Females are providing more reasonable estimates of confidence. The analysis of covariance that considered Confidence being explained by Reaction Time, Percent Correct, and Sex suggested that the differences in confidence for males and females was more related to processing time than it was to accuracy. Males and females could prefer to use different processes, and both processes could be producing successful results. If the faster processes used by males produced stronger distinctions between choice categories, males could be more confident, even though they were not more accurate.
Conclusions
Three questions were considered by this study. The first question asked whether people would vary in their ability to classify different types of land uses on aerial photographs. Results from two experiments suggested a hierarchical difference between land-use categories. Higherorder categories are more distinctive and, therefore, should be easier to classify. Those considered here-Agriculture, Forest, and Water-had a relatively unique visual appearance on the photographs. Subjects were generally more successful-that is, faster, more accurate, and more confident-when they classified these particular higherorder categories on photographs. If subjects had been required to classify locations on photographs as a fourth higher-order category called Urban instead of the three lower-order categories-that is, Commercial, Industrial, and Residential-their decisions might have achieved the same level of success as other higher-order categories.
Target locations that do not have unique visual signatures should take more time to process and may also be classified with less accuracy and confidence. In the current study, the lower-order categories all had buildings as prominent features. Valid representations of the Residential category could be expressed a number of ways. These include (1) multistory apartment buildings and associated parking lots, (2) many single-family dwellings in a suburban neighborhood with driveways and front and back yards, (3) a ribbon of rural single-family houses with yards and driveways, and (4) isolated farmhouses surrounded by barns, fields, and forests. Even if each of these Residential visual signatures are unique enough not to be confused with other land-use types, they are different enough from each other to require multiple comparisons with Residential prototypes stored in memory.
Valid representations of either the Commercial or Industrial land-use categories might have an isolated building or a complex of buildings. The buildings could have a variety of sizes and shapes. Commercial land use would need a reasonably large parking lot for patrons, and Industrial might require the same for employees. Both would need to be directly connected to some linear transportation feature. Streets and highways could service both Commercial and Industrial land uses, while railway connections are more likely to be Industrial. Both land uses are likely to have distinct boundaries separating them from neighboring parcels that could represent the same or different categories. Subtle differences in the connection between the land use's parcel and the outside world might distinguish between Commercial and Industrial land use. Multiple and easily navigated connections that "invite you into the parking lot" might indicate a Commercial land use, while limited and restricted connections that suggest security is being maintained might indicate an Industrial land use. Land-use categories that have a wide range of expression or share visual characteristics with other land uses are likely to be more difficult to classify.
The second research question asked if the size of the visual field would affect the success of the categorization task. There appears to be support for the notion that visual processing of land-use categories can be significantly influenced by the size of the visual field. Experiment I indicated a significant difference for Percent Correct (Figure 5B) and Confidence ( Figure 6B ) when visual field size was partitioned as either Small (visual angle less than 9Њ) or Large (visual angle greater than 9Њ). Experiment II encoded finer distinctions in size, but produced very similar results. The pattern for category means for both Percent Correct ( Figure 8C ) and Confidence ( Figure 9C ) indicated a decline in success below a category that included the 9Њ visual angle and the same or slightly higher success for larger visual fields.
The third research question asked if experience would affect people's ability to categorize objects on photographs. Experiment I had inexperienced subjects do two rounds of classification to determine if unsupervised learning would occur during the first round. Significant differences among reaction time means indicated that subjects were able to process information faster in the second round for both the Old and New photographs ( Figure 4C ). This finding could just be related to the subjects learning how to execute the mechanical requirements of the experiment efficiently. The evidence on whether they actually learned information that improved their classification skill is mixed. Subjects were significantly more accurate and confident for the Old photographs in the second round of classifications, but not for the New photographs ( Figure 5C and 6C). The pattern of the Size*Familiarity interaction means for both accuracy and confidence indicated that all the improvement between round one and two was related to improvements in the Small photographs ( Figures 5D and 6D) . This result appears to be similar to a result reported by Bebko et al. (1995) for subjects learning Japanese-writing characters. Subjects were able to decrease their critical visual-field size with experience. With increased familiarity with the characters, subjects were able to correctly identify them with only small, unique segments of the total pattern available.
The experiences in the first round of classification may have provided subjects with knowledge of what constituted an "informative area" on a familiar photograph (Loftus and Mackworth 1978, 565) . Looking at the same small photograph in the second round of classification, subjects in Experiment I had more success and confidence because they were able to interpret it as part of familiar patterns from the first round of classification. No improvements occurred for the New photographs, because they were not familiar.
The academic major of subjects (Not Geographer or Geographer) served as a surrogate measure for spatial abilities related to brain organization and prior experiences (Govier and Feldman 1999) . The finding that geographers were significantly faster, more accurate, and more confident than nongeographers at performing the categorization task with aerial photographs is interesting, if not surprising. It could support the notion that people may be attracted to certain occupations because of natural interests provided by cognitive structures in the brain. These natural abilities may then be enhanced by repeatedly selecting activities related to these natural interests. Although it may be true that people with higher spatial abilities are both born and made, it still is not clear what the Geographer subjects did differently from the Not Geographer subjects. It could be that they simply had better top-down information on what bottom-up information was critical for the classification task and cognitive structures in their brains that were well practiced at searching for and processing such information.
Experiment III considered the relationship between the sex of subjects and the success of the categorization task. Most previous studies had shown an advantage for males on spatial tasks like our categorization task. Given the fact that processing imagery in working memory was critical for the successful completion of the task, it is not surprising that males were generally faster, more accurate, and more confident (Loring-Meier and Halpern 1999). Casey's (1996) bent-twig model argues that success on mental rotation tasks is related to the interaction of biological and environmental variables. The current study makes a unique contribution in that it indicates that relatively little supervised learning could significantly narrow the difference between Male and Female subjects for both processing time and accuracy. It may take more supervised learning experiences to significantly narrow the difference in confidence that remained significant after seven Epochs. Additional supervised learning may not be effective if the difference in confidence is related to factors external to the learning process.
A future study should also examine closely how domain experts process information in photographs. This knowledge may be useful in developing educational materials for training novices to acquire information from aerial photographs. It may also be useful for developing adaptive models, such as neural networks, for performing these same categorization tasks.
Finally, future studies should consider alternate methods for measuring key variables. Biological sex and academic major are both very crude surrogate measures for a complex interaction of biological and environmental variables that correlate with spatial abilities. Some researchers have recently had success measuring these effects in more precise ways (Neave, Menaged, and Weightman 1999; Johnson and McCoy 2000) . Others have used noninvasive indirect measures to consider these effects (Govier and Feldman 1999; Walter, Roberts, and Brownlow 2000) . Although these alternate methods may be more difficult for geographers to implement, they may offer more meaningful opportunities for explaining spatial behavior.
